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The Library of Congress standard has been used for all words and nontransliterated titles. The same system has been used for names and toponyms except for the following:

ый/ий—Bely/Dostoevsky, Yevgeny
ой—оу: Tolstoy
ъ (omitted): Gorky, Gogol
я/ю—Zamyatin, Tolstaya/Yury, Tyutchev
ё— yo/e: Fyodor, Gumilyov/Kruchonykh
initial e—ye: Yefim
ье/и/и—ye/yo/yi: Leontyev/Solovyov/Ilyich
certain names with time-honored transliterations: Herzen, Tchaikovsky, Scriabin, Meyerhold, Eisenstein, Khrushchev, Gorbachev, etc.